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TOEFL(Test of English as a Foreign Language ) is similar to IELTS which chack the students
english speaking skills.It is test which is use to mesure the fluency of english when you are talking
with him or her face to face. In some colleges you have to pass the TOEFL exam to getting
admission. Many people whose native language is not english then TOEFL exam is something they
have to face when you are planing for leave in english speaking country.

TOEFL exam is not an easy test. It consists of following four section

TOEFL reading test

TOEFL Listening test

TOEFL speaking test

TOEFL writing test

And you have takes four hours to complete these test.

TOEFL reading test:- It is an easy test with some simple reading passages. You have an easy
question to solve, but some time it can be hard so be prepare for it. To having god score in reading
test there is many online website which provides TOEFL reading practice tests online. Get sample
paper of it and try it out.

TOEFL Listening test:- This section is used to chack the how familiar you are with american accent.
In TOEFL listening test you have to listen a set of dialogues and aswer the questions based on
them. To give a correct answer you have to listen all the word comfortably and paying concentration
on it. To having god score on listening test you have to do TOEFL listening practice.In internet you
get easily TOEFL listening pratice Materials.

TOEFL speaking test:- TOEFL speaking test is used to chack the your ability of fluency in speaking
english. To have the good score in it practice like TOEFL listening practice and TOEFL reading
practice tests online.To have a god score in TOEFL speaking and reading test you can use TOEFL
vocabulary flashcards which you can get online easily. Have conversation with your friends and
relatives with english that help you to speak out whatever in your mind and give you boost to speak.

TOEFL writing test:- This section chack the ability of how well you can express your thoughts and
ideas. To have a god score in it you have to give grammatically error free answer. All lines should
be correct grametically. Practicing in writing and proper coaching is the best way to acquire a high
score in TOEFL writing section.
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Reading care provide the best way to score in TOEFL test woth the help of  
a TOEFL reading practice tests
a TOEFL listening practice
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